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Moving floor: a smart investment 
The tried and tested moving floor vehicles from Knapen Trailers have proven their value in 
numerous agricultural applications:

 Transports all types of agricultural goods
 Also ideally suited for pallets, big-bags and bales
 Large volume, low own weight
 Rapid unloading without the driver having to leave the vehicle
 Suitable for year-round operation
 Motorway capable
 Safety: no toppling risk
 Reliable: few moving parts

Moving floor: 
a smart investment

During the harvest period, simply fit the 
Knapen trailer with off-road tyres. The rest of 
the year, drive on standard on-the-road tyres. 
With on-the-roadtyres, the vehicle is motorway 
capable. Withoff-road tyres, off-road operations 
are possibleas well as a maximum speed of 
65km/h on theroad. This vehicle complies 
fully with all German LOF (Agriculture and 
Forestry) requirements. This means you enjoy 
exemption from road tax, tollcharges, Sunday 
driving restrictions and a digital tachograph 
requirement. A smartly timed tyre change 
means the Knapen trailer is available for year
round operation.

3Months
off-road tyres

9Maonths
on-road tyres



Remote control

Hydraulic tailgate

Self Steering axle 

On-road tyres

Moving floor

Hydraulic folding roof

Off-road tyres

Since 1984, our attention has been focused on the continuous improvement of just one product: the 
moving floor trailer. Trailers of this type have proven their value in the agricultural sector and elsewhere, 
as a smart, multifunctional transport solution. Growing numbers of agricultural contractors and large farm 
owners are now investing in tailor-made moving floor vehicles. Our vehicles are fully robot-welded and 
extensively tested. These qualities guarantee our customers years of problem-free operation, the lowest 
possible total costs and maximum residual value.

Knapen Trailers, Specialists in transport
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Suitable for year-round operation 
flexible en versatile

The use of a moving-floor vehicle 
is flexible and versatile. It easily 
transports all kinds of agricultural 
goods, also suitable for pallets, big-
bags and straw bales.  
Some examples: 

  Corn
  Hay
  Sugar beet
  Big-bags
  Straw
  Grain
  Compost
  Corn cobs      
  woodchips
  Fetilizer    
  Pallets
  Turnips

And many more. 
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